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Editorial on the Research Topic

Biomimetic control architectures for robots

Biological control systems are a source of inspiration for translating motor control

principles into effective new designs for robot devices and controllers. Living organisms

can performmany challenging tasks, e.g., simultaneous execution and tight coordination

of multiple movements, the exploration of the surrounding physical environment, and

adaptation to changing contexts. Nowadays, there is a wide variety of robots, ranging

from rigid industrial robot arms to soft animal-like robots. The robotics community

is working toward the ambitious goal of deploying these robots in unstructured and

unpredictable, real-life scenarios. Brain-inspired control principles can be seen as

effective solutions for these problems. Technologies based on these principles can

enable robots to operate in such challenging scenarios and open the door to new

applications beyond conventional control approaches. However, their potential is still

unexplored in robotics.

This Research Topic was initiated to collect recent works on the development and

experimental validation of biomimetic control architectures that combine biologically

based approaches for the next generation of robotic systems. Overall, it comprises seven

articles, five of which cover applications from the study to the design and modeling of

bioinspired computing methods to achieve intelligence, flexibility, and adaptation for

robotic applications such as locomotion, and manipulation. The remaining two articles

regard the NeuroVis tool (Srisuchinnawong et al.) for real-time neural spatial-temporal

information measurement and visualization, and a review on the whole-body nature

of biological motor control that can inspire the design and control of future assistive

systems (Seyfarth et al.).
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A significant portion of the works is related to applications

in locomotion. A locomotion controller based on central pattern

generator (CPG) that integrates two adaptation mechanisms

is presented in Thor et al.. The proposed control method

enables online motor pattern adaptation during a locomotion

task of a hexapod robot in a complex environment. The

combination of frequency and motor pattern mechanisms can

be seen as an essential step toward further studies on adaptive

locomotion control. In Schmidt et al. the authors quantified the

contributions that reflexes, and CPGs have on highly dynamic

compliant movements and assessed the biomimetic robotic legs

stability and energy efficiency under different environmental

influences. This benchmark framework can help to improve

future control strategies for robotics as well as generate testable

hypotheses for implemented control mechanisms in biology.

Robots are also utilized for better understanding functional

and computational models of different brain regions, and

how the facilitate behaviors of living systems. Antonietti et

al. presented a spiking computational model of the peripheral

whisker system that was embedded in a virtual mouse

neurorobot controlled by a cerebellar SNN. Future improvement

of the model is expected to offer more advanced features, such as

the recognition of surface textures, identification of movements

of the touched object, or other complex touch-guided behaviors.

Zahra et al. proposed a novel control system that integrates

a motor cortex-like differential map transforming motor plans

from task-space to joint-space and a static map correlating the

joint spaces of a robot and a human teacher. The differential map

is developed based on spiking neural networks while the static

map is built as a self-organizing map. The integrated system

allows a robot to mirror the actions performed by a human to

its own joint space.

Learning-based techniques hold a strong potential for

addressing the major challenges in robotics and they need to

be adapted to different problems and applications. In order

to guarantee fast online learning of the control parameters

without the knowledge of a dynamic model of a real UAV

system, a neural control method based on three-neuron network

is presented in Jaiton et al.. In the future, neuromorphic

implementations will allow the possibility of embedding even

more realistic neural systems in physical robots. Finally,

tools like NeuroVis (Srisuchinnawong et al.) will facilitate

understanding embodied dynamics of neural information

processes, boosts efficient neural technology development.
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